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ultimate failure in this profession. 

2. Turn problems into challenges:

Again, this is essential. When you see

things as problems, you lose your

ability to think clearly or find new

options. In short, you get stuck in the

morass.

However, your brain literally can’t

resist a challenge. It immediately

starts looking through its mental files

to see if it can help you out. Plus, it

scans the environment looking for

new information to help you achieve

your goals. 

Implementing these two mind-set

shifts will have a significant impact on

sales success. 

JF: Another key area you focus on in

AGILE SELLING is “learning” Please

expand your thinking here.

JK: Recent research by CEB,

Korn/Ferry and DDI all suggests that

learning agility – which involves speed

and flexibility – is one of the biggest

predictors of success. And in a world

of constant change, the ability to do it

rapidly makes a huge difference. 

But no one has ever taught us how

to do that. Our antiquated “study habits”

is virtually worthless today.  Mostly we

muddle along, hoping to pick up

enough though osmosis to survive. 

What people don’t realize is that

learning agility is a skill that can be

mastered – just like any other. There’s

a process for doing it right. In AGILE
SELLING, I not only outline each of

these skills, I show exactly how they

are applied to the sales process. 

For example, “sequencing” is a key

component of rapid learning. Rather

than trying to learn it all at once, we

need to ask: What is essential to learn

first? Then, all attention needs to be

focused on proficiency in that area

before moving on to the next logical

thing to learn. 

Other rapid learning strategies

include chunking, dumping,

connecting, practicing and prioritizing.

Once you learn how to learn, you can

tackle anything. 

JF: Finally, the third key element you

suggest is “habits of agile sellers,” and

you go beyond time management,

don’t you?

JK: Yes. There’s an incredible body of

research about what works and what

doesn’t. Agile sellers don’t multitask,

they monotask. They pick the right

role models. They play games with

themselves. They borrow other

people’s brains. It’s fascinating when

you learn about this information. Even

one tidbit can radically transform your

success. 

JF: Many thanks Jill, and you know

that everyone here at Camp TSW,

wishes you the very best of luck with

AGILE SELLING.

Personal Footnote: Selling to Big

Companies and SNAP Selling

provided us with fresh ideas and new

stimulation, whilst at the same time,

allowing Jill to demonstrate why she is

one of the foremost thought leaders in

the sales space. Beyond that, Jill is an

accomplished wordsmith, who

articulates her messages superbly. It

is my view that Agile Selling will

surpass the success of both those

previous books, simply because it

doesn’t just address issues facing

frontline sellers today, but also in the

future. Order your copy today. JF       �

JF: So Jill, yet another book,

congratulations! What was your

motivation for writing AGILE
SELLING?

JK: Shortly after SNAP Selling came

out, tons of salespeople said to me,

“This is great info on selling to today’s

crazy-busy prospects. But I’m

frazzled, too. How can you help me?”

Initially, I thought it was a time

management problem. But after

pondering it awhile, I realized it was

an information management problem. 

Too much was changing:

Customers, products, buying cycles,

the economy, competitors. It was

literally impossible to keep up at the

same time you needed to meet your

numbers. Plus, the sales skills

needed for success were changing,

too. 

Since one of my core

competencies is being an agile

learner/seller, I knew it was time to

share my expertise in this area. Plus,

there’s some fascinating research on

this topic that I wanted salespeople to

know about. 

JF: Having already written two

massive bestsellers, did you find the

planning and preparation stages

easier this time?

JK: I wish! Writing a book is never an

easy endeavour. It simmers inside

you for a while, trying to find its key

message and shape. Then there’s the

challenge of making it enjoyable,

informative and insightful at the same

time.  That’s not easy.

JF: I think that attention spans of the

average sales person are decreasing

alarmingly, so my next question is

does anyone have time to read books

these days?

JK: Everyone’s attention span is

decreasing these days, not just

salespeople. We’re bombarded with

information at the same time we’re

time-constrained. But lots of people

still buy books – especially if they’re

relevant, get to the point fast and are

easily digestible.  That’s why each

chapter in AGILE SELLING is both

short and actionable.

JF: Ok, let’s get back to AGILE
SELLING. I took away three “main

messages.” The first is “mind-set” –

can your share why you believe that

this is so critical?

JK: If you’re a new seller, having an

agile mind-set keeps you in the game

when you’re struggling to become

proficient. If you’re an experienced

rep, it enables you to stay at the top of

your game. 

In AGILE SELLING, I outline four

key mind-sets that everyone can

embrace to be more successful. I’ll

just mention two here:

1. Reframe failure: Sales can feel

brutal sometimes. Each month you’re

evaluated on “meeting your numbers.”

Sometimes things don’t work out as

planned. If you define these negative

events as failures, it can be

devastating.

The truth is, they need to be

reframed as “valuable learning

experiences.” Doing so enables you

to grow from your mistakes.

Otherwise you’re doomed to repeat

them. And that’s what leads to the

Becoming Agile, Staying Agile – 
A Wake-Up Call for Professional Salespeople
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Jill Konrath

The truth is, they need
to be reframed as
“valuable learning

experiences.” Doing so
enables you to grow
from your mistakes.

Otherwise you’re
doomed to repeat them.

What do you do after you have written two mega-selling
books? If you are Jill Konrath, you write another one. This
month, Jonathan Farrington interviews Jill Konrath, sales
strategist and bestselling author of Selling to Big
Companies and SNAP Selling, about her brilliant brand new
book, AGILE SELLING, which has just been published.

To find out more about Jill, visit 
http://www.jillkonrath.com/
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no clear mission, and, ultimately, no

way to achieve it.

When you scrutinize a customer,

you can develop a keen understanding

of what they will buy, when they will

buy it, how much they will invest, what

challenges it will help them overcome

and — most important for the

customer — what buying it will

ultimately do for the bottom line. By

putting the information on record and

formulating a firm, achievable sales

objective, you begin to take control of

the situation.

Your objective should include

precisely what you intend to sell to the

customer, for how much, and by

when. If you fail to define any part of

this objective, you can’t formulate an

effective strategy, and you’ll find it

hard to achieve the sale under

favorable terms. 

Strategy
The heart of your sales plan is your

strategy. A topic unto itself, strategy is

too important and complex for the

limited space here, but know that

today’s buyer power, commoditization,

and hyper-competitiveness makes it

highly unlikely that you will be

consistently successful using a default

strategy. Every opportunity must be

uniquely assessed, taking into account

a multitude of conditions and a sales

objective derived for that opportunity

at that time. You must be able to

complete, with confidence, the

following sentence: The customer will

buy from me because ____________.

Tactics
With tactics, you implement your

strategy

Tactics are simply the events,

meetings, phone calls, presentations,

proposal submissions, contracts,

referral calls, visits – anything you

require to reach your objective.

Embrace detail — lots of it. It’s

important not only for function, but also

for perception. People will pay top

dollar for quality, and quality is seen in

the details. 

Buyers won’t always choose the

quality of your execution over price,

but customers, especially C-level

executives, place value on your

attention to detail — even when

they’re careless about details

themselves. They want to know you

won’t overlook something that could

make a difference between success

and failure. When you show you care

about the details, you gain credibility

and earn their confidence. 

Tactical Planning Checklists
The number one tool to help you

attend to detail is a simple checklist. A

checklist compiled by your

management or a predecessor is a

good start, but top sales pros develop

and maintain their own, based on their

unique experiences. Checklists are

dynamic, reflecting changes in

customer buying trends, your

company’s procedures and

processes, competitive influences,

and your own personal strengths and

weaknesses. 

Alternatively, you can plan activities

using sales automation or CRM, as

long as every critical detail of your

tactical plan is included. Tactics are,

after all, where the rubber meets the

road when you’re carrying out your

sales plan. 

Create Your Own Master
Tactical Plan Checklist
I strongly recommend creating a

master template that includes events,

meetings, approvals, calls,

presentations, proposals… everything

that must be done in each of the deals

you are pursuing and will pursue.

Finally, when you’ve won a sale,

don’t forget to update your master

checklist with the new items that were

essential to winning. Any detail could

be crucial to closing your next deal. 

Infuse your next sales campaign

with a new intensity associated with

discipline. Take the time to make a

plan and record it. It's critical for team

communication, monitoring

progress… and winning.                      �

I understand your reluctance to plan,

but I don’t buy your reasoning.

Neither do the million-dollar earners.

What if other professionals thought

this way? Imagine a pilot who doesn’t

file a flight plan, a builder who starts

nailing without a blueprint, or a

surgeon that cuts first, just to see what

happens. 

If your livelihood depends on the

quality and reliability of your work,

failing to plan is a fundamental

mistake. Planning maps out the best

route to a successful outcome and

enables everyone involved to

communicate and coordinate team

activities. It’s especially important for

unexpected contingencies.

Think of a planning process as a

rehearsal or walk-through: What do

you do first? What comes next? It can

also serve as advance

troubleshooting: What will you do if x

happens? How do you know if you’re

on track toward your objective? 

The simplest and most effective

sales planning template is a four-part

model: assessing the situation, setting

your objective, devising your strategy

for achieving that objective, and

choosing the tactics you will use to

implement your strategy.

The Situation Assessment
Dig deep into your customer’s

business and gather the material you

need for your assessment: their

requirements, pains, initiatives,

financial statements, press releases,

articles, company information,

interview notes, organization charts,

and analysts’ reports. Learn who’s

competing, how they compete, and

how your customer views you versus

your competition. 

The work is done, right? Wrong.

Now you have to write it down. 

Why? First, you will use it to

coordinate your entire sales effort.

Your sales team and executives need

that information when they join your

campaign. Second, if you’re juggling

several opportunities simultaneously,

you will invariably forget vital details or

remember them inaccurately.

Command of detail gives you

credibility and differentiation.

When you can confidently envision

exactly what you will sell, when, and at

what price, in this unique situation, you

are ready for the next step. 

The Objective
Too many sales reps hope to win when

someone else stumbles. The idea of

devising a plan, based on the

customer’s buying process doesn’t

occur to them. They have no objective,

How to Construct a Winning Sales
Opportunity Plan
Do you write a formal plan for each important opportunity you pursue? If you’re like the
average sales professional, you don’t. Perhaps you don’t think you need one, or it’s too
much trouble, or it eats into your selling time. Why bother, you might ask, when it’s
impossible to tell in advance what’s going to happen? 

Dave Stein

Finally, when you’ve
won a sale, don’t forget
to update your master
checklist with the new

items that were
essential to winning.
Any detail could be

crucial to closing your
next deal. 

To find out more about Dave, visit:
http://davestein.biz/
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candidates score between 75-100.

What if a company hires a strong

salesperson but their FIOF is only 50?

We will have a potentially terrific

salesperson failing early on unless

they get the help they need.

4. Training – Most small and medium

size companies do not provide sales

training and when they do, it’s usually

the wrong training, for the wrong

reasons, sometimes with the wrong

salespeople, and often for the wrong

frequency and duration.  How can we

help the 74% that suck if we aren’t

giving them enough of the right

training to elevate their game?

5. Selling Has Changed – If you

aren’t aware of how much selling has

changed in just the last 6 years you

have been living in a cave.  Many of

the veteran salespeople that were

selling earlier in this century and the

last century too, have not adapted to

these changes.  While they may still be

effective with their long-time existing

accounts, selling new business has

become very challenging.  

So have you guessed the common

link?  There is one role in the company

that has a direct impact on all five of

these reasons.  

Sales managers  
80% of them are failing and if you

review the five reasons again you can

probably see why.  Most of their

salespeople suck but instead of

coaching them up, holding them

accountable for change, demanding

improvements, replacing them,

selecting better salespeople,

providing training, and focusing on

ramping up new salespeople, they

either ignore these issues or are

ineffective at addressing them.

Why?

Only 18% of sales managers are

any good!  There is an elite 7%,

another 11% that are strong and the

remaining 82% suck!

They haven’t adapted to change.

They haven’t gotten themselves

trained and coached.  Many of them

don’t have a clue as to what an

effective sales manager is supposed

to do and the same goes for the VP’s

and CEO’s they report to.  What

should this sales manager really be

doing?

You can blame ownership, the C-

Level and other executives that sales

managers report to but let’s face it.

This is the sales profession and sales

managers should have the

commitment to succeed and make

themselves the best.  What happens

to their competitiveness when they

become sales managers?  They sure

as heck want to hit their numbers but

don’t seem to realize that THEY have

to improve in order for that to

happen.  It’s bad enough that they

don’t see how important it is for their

salespeople to improve, but they

aren’t looking in the mirror either.

So why do sales managers fail to

improve?  My top 5 Reasons are:

� They advertised to senior

management that they have the all

the answers;  

� They think that getting trained and

coached in sales management is a

sign of weakness; 

� They believe that they already

know what they need to know;

� They don’t know what they don’t

know. And that huge gap prevents

them from improving, from coaching

salespeople up, from bringing in

experts to evaluate, train and coach,

and from crushing their numbers;

� They are emulating sales

managers for whom they once

worked, who were also quite

ineffective;

Note to sales managers: We don’t

hate you - we love you.  We don’t

criticize you without reason – the

statistics support what we say.  We

don’t want to see you fail – we want to

help you succeed.  There are many

sales management and sales

leadership experts who are ready,

willing and able to help – and help in a

big way.  Just stop being so arrogant,

defensive, pretending to have all the

answers, and believing that the way

you used to do it is the answer to how

selling should be done today.  Allow

us to help and you’ll  succeed beyond

your wildest dreams.                         �

It’s no wonder that 34% of reps are

turning over when their win rates and

quota-making ability are so poor.  But

why?

There are a number of factors.

Let’s look at the top 5 and discuss how

strongly they correlate:

1. Salesperson Effectiveness –
Objective Management Group (OMG)

has very consistent statistics on this

that show an elite 6%, another 20%

that are strong, and 74% that suck.

Based on these numbers, it’s actually

surprising that as many as 50% hit

their quotas because crappy

salespeople hitting quotas suggests

that quotas are too low, not too high!

2. Sales Selection – It should not be

surprising to note that much of the

quota-hitting issues go away when the

right salespeople are hired.  A

disciplined, sales specific recruiting

process, featuring an accurate,

predictive, customizable, sales

specific assessment, helps companies

hire the right salespeople.  OMG’s

statistics show that of the companies

that use its sales candidate

assessments, between 14% and 43%

of candidates are recommended,

depending on the sales role, its

requirements and the difficulty of the

position.  If we take the average, that’s

only 28.5% that are recommended,

which is pretty close to that top 26%

we talked about in point 1.  But that’s

just the companies that have honed

their sales recruiting processes and

use this assessment.  The others are

probably moving forward with many of

the 72% that weren’t recommended by

OMG!

3. Ramp-up – When salespeople fail,

it’s usually quite fast.  Most companies

assume that the salespeople they hire

should know what to do so instead of

preparing them for success they set

them up for failure.  They lack a formal

on boarding process, fail to train on

messaging, don’t set clear

expectations, and aren’t coaching

anywhere near the suggested 50% of

their time and more with new

salespeople.  Is it any wonder that so

many new salespeople fail?  OMG

measures a candidate’s ability to

quickly ramp (FIOF) up and a score of

75 or better is indicative of quick ramp

up.  But a fairly small percentage of
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Note to sales managers:
We don’t hate you - we

love you.  We don’t
criticize you without

reason – the statistics
support what we say.  

Dave Kurlan

The Top 5 Reasons Salespeople Fail to
Meet Quota and the Common Link
By now it’s no secret that more and more salespeople are failing to meet quota each year.
If we look at the last several years, it’s safe to say that the number has been in the
neighborhood of 50%, with win rates around 45% and turnover at 34%.  

To find out more about Dave, visit:
www.kurlanassociates.com/
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For years, the sales force has

required a mobile, fast system to

send sales reports back to the home

office where sales managers can gain

a better perspective on how

customers are receiving the products,

and how the sales force is performing. 

You probably have about 100

percent of your sales reps armed with

a smartphone in their pocket or a

tablet computer in their briefcase.

These are excellent mobile tools that

can utilize CRM apps to assist them in

sending sales reports immediately

after their transaction.

Your sales managers require this

type of quick and easy communication

to do their jobs, which includes

coaching sales reps so they can be

more effective in the field. Also, with

this consistent input from the sales

force, every department can access

the information in the CRM and get

tips on how to build more products

and services that better suit the

consumer and how to market these

new products to them.

Another valuable tool your sales

reps have is the camera on their

smartphone, which should be

integrated into the mobile CRM app.

Using the camera feature can add

value to sales reports, which can now

include photos of contracts, signs,

business cards, displays or anything

that can add value to a sales report.

Syncing email calendars so the sales

force can keep better tabs on follow-

ups is now a “must-have.” 

One company that is offering all of

this and more is Front Row Solutions.

We’ve gone a step further than our

competitors by offering our clients a

guarantee and billing policy that is

unmatched. We invoice our

customers at the end of every month.

However, if they aren’t happy with the

way our product is delivered, our

service, our training or the value of

the information their sales reps are

sending back to their sales managers

and vice presidents – they don’t have

to pay.

Front Row prides itself as the

most effective vendor for mobile

CRM apps that work based on what

the sales force needs. We’re

confident that your company will find

great value in our product, which is

why we’re extending this guarantee

to you. Just let us know by the 27th of

the month if something has gone

wrong and you won’t be billed.          �

Listen to Etien discussing the
100% guarantee with Jonathan
Farrington.

Front Row Solutions Include 100 Percent
Guarantee on Monthly Services
Your sales reps need tools that will assist them in the field.
Unfortunately, many of the vendors who provide mobile
CRM tools make them too cumbersome for sales reps to
use on a consistent basis. 

To find out more about Etien, visit:
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/
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Etien D’Hollander

Your sales managers
require this type of

quick and easy
communication to do

their jobs, which
includes coaching sales

reps so they can be
more effective in

the field. 

http://experts.pgi.com/imeetforsales
http://experts.pgi.com/imeetforsales
http://www.frontrowsolutions.com/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesHardTalk/2014/may/Etien-D-Hollander-2014-05-26.mp3


1. Cut out 75% of what is
embedded in your current
proposal templates.

If it’s in a template, it’s generic. If

it’s generic, your buyer already

knows it because it was also on your

website or you said it in your initial

contact or online reviewers and

others have already said it for you. 

Remember, buyers are not

talking to sellers until they are more

than halfway through their own

buying process. You are not starting

from scratch, and you do not need to

bore your buyers or waste their time

with more information about you. 

Strip out at least 75% of the

generic drivel you usually use.

Buyers skim through this part of

your proposal anyway and won’t

mind that you’ve edited it out. 

There’s an added benefit here.

Obviously, doing this will simplify

and shorten your proposal. It will

also increase the ratio of proposal

content that is about your buyer

instead of being about you. This

customer-centric focus in a proposal

speaks volumes to a buyer.

As you evaluate what to cut, start

with this. Attachments and links

inside your proposal will not be

accessed unless, perhaps, the

format is video or the information is

highly relevant to this specific buyer.

Put yourself in the buyer’s shoes

and ask “would I really take the extra

step(s) to view this added stuff?” 

2. Convert paragraphs to bullet
points and bullet points to
graphics.

Make the content of your

proposal visually appealing and very

easy to move through. Detailed

explanations come later. First, just

show a schematic of the process, for

example. 

Use callouts and quotes to

emphasize key points and eliminate

all extraneous verbiage. 

Yes, this applies even if you are

not going to verbally present the

proposal. Tell enough of the story to

pique your buyer’s interest and

answer the questions as they come.

If you simply cannot bear to forego

the detailed explanations, make

them an addendum to the high level

overview that is what most people

will start (and end) with. 

3. Offer one, and only one,
solution.

Yes, you read that right. Stop

hedging your bets with an A, B and

C solution set. 

Instead, propose the solution that

is truly best for this buyer. Hopefully,

that will be the one that is

reasonably close to budget. More

importantly, it must be the one that

will deliver the results your buyer

desires. It is the solution that is

compelling because it solves a

problem. 

With just one solution to

consider, your buyer’s job just

became easier. You’ve taken out all

the complexities related to “what if”

questions and all the suspicion that

clouds a buyer’s judgment when he

or she has to suss out what’s being

said “between the lines.”

Buyers want to rely on sellers

they can trust, sellers who will truly

understand them. When you deliver

an array of choices, it’s as if you are

saying “I don’t know what’s best but

here’s a smorgasbord of choices.”

Buyers don’t want the buffet line.

They want the expertise you can

offer and the confidence a single

solution conveys.

Additionally, A-B-C solution sets

are passé. Your buyers caught on to

this technique long ago. They don’t

want to play the game, and they

know how it’s supposed to work. So

if what you believe they need

solution B, just offer B alone. No one

has time for games.

Of course, you can keep A and C

solutions in your bag of tricks.

Consider them your back-up plans

and be prepared to co-create those

solutions with your buyer if B doesn’t

work out. But don’t pack it all into a

single proposal.        

Less truly is more. Your buyers

will thank you for cutting through the

clutter and giving them the gift of

simplicity.                                          �

To find out more about Deb, visit here:
http://peoplefirstps.com/

Deb Calvert
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Your proposals need to become

easier to read and simpler to

understand. 

Gone are the days of impressing

buyers with the “flop factor” a weighty,

multi-page proposal could produce as

it thudded on the desk. 

Today’s buyers cannot and will not

spend hours combing through details

and long-winded narrative. 

Flashy decks crammed full of 4-

color graphics, eye-popping photos

and stunning animation fail to

impress. 

Even dynamic and interactive

presentations numb the senses of

buyers who are time-pressed,

resource-constrained and

bombarded with choices.

Buyers are begging for simplicity.

This isn’t an entirely new

development. Barry Schwartz wrote

about “The Paradox of Choice” ten

years ago, explaining why too many

choices increase our anxiety. His

conclusion is that the pervasive

culture of abundance we all enjoy

actually depletes us of our

satisfaction in day-to-day living. 

Since his groundbreaking

research, the number of choices

buyers are able to make has

exponentially increased every year.

Buyers have more companies to buy

from, more products to choose from,

more add-ons and extensions to

consider, and more sellers hounding

them to make more decisions.

The last thing your buyers need is

more work assigned by you.  

You can make your buyer’s job

easier by trimming the fat out of your

proposals. You can increase the

chances of closing the sale by making

the purchasing decision easier. Your

buyers are begging you to do this for

them. 

One word of caution before we

talk about how to simplify your

proposals and make them more

attractive: this requires extra effort on

your part to edit appropriately. You will

need to deliver quality rather than

quantity and doing so requires

finesse.

To simplify proposals, follow these

three guidelines. 

It’s been said before: Less is more. K.I.S.S. – Keep It Simple
Stupid. A confused mind always says NO! But research and
buyers are saying it louder, more clearly and more
emphatically than ever before.

What Your Buyer Is
Begging You to Do

Buyers don’t want the
buffet line. They want
the expertise you can

offer and the
confidence a single
solution conveys.

12 Top Sales World Magazine June 2014



You see, as a Marketer, you may

already have all the leads you

need right within your reach. You

simply must connect with the

thousands of buyers that visit your

website every month who remain

anonymous. 

Currently, visitors must complete a

webform for you to gain a way to

communicate with them. Unfortunately,

research shows that less than 2% of

visitors complete a webform. No

completed webform, no lead. You’ve

invested heavily to get visitors to your

site. They have an interest. Why won’t

they complete a webform, insisting on

anonymity? 

Perhaps the biggest reason is that

buyers want to conduct their due

diligence and create their short-list

before engaging with a salesperson.

They don’t want to be hounded by

sales or spammed by marketing until

and unless they have confirmed their

interest in your product or service.

Think about your last B2B purchase.

Did you abandon a content offer

because it required you to provide your

contact details in a webform? Did you

use your personal email account or fib

about your phone number and other

details? Then you were one of the

98%.

Like you, the 98% group contains

real buyers conducting due diligence.  

How to communicate with
buyers that abandon your
website and webforms
An entirely new approach is required

and it is now available by Hushly (full

disclosure: I co-founded the company

to solve this problem). 

Hushly is an anonymous buyer

engagement platform coupled with a

widget—in the form of a small

Javascript snippet you cut and paste

onto your webpage.  When your visitor

shows intent to abandon your webform,

Hushly activates a dialog allowing them

to download the content anonymously. 

The buyer can then enable (partial)

anonymous communication to

converse with you about their

requirements. You can respond to their

inbound messages, answer their

questions, and share documents, all

the while earning the right to

communicate ‘live.’ While you won’t

see the buyer’s contact info you will get

to see the buyer’s profile: title, industry,

location, company size—information

that indicates whether the buyer is a

suitable prospect. 

Back to the analogy of the

misplaced sunglasses—imagine

knowing the glasses are on your

head, but having no way to reach

them. Alas, leads are not mere

ornamental accessories, they are

essential to your business. An

increase of 1% in the conversion rate

of visitors-to-inquiries results in 63%

increase in sales. Download the

infographic to learn how.                    �

Nancy Nardin

To find out more about Nancy, visit here:
http://www.smartsellingtools.com/
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Have you ever frantically
searched for your expensive
sunglasses, then realized
that they were perched
ontop of your head the
entire time? That’s what it’s
like for B2B Marketers
searching for leads to
deliver to Sales. 

A New Way for B2B
Marketers to Deliver
More Revenue

Did you abandon a
content offer because it
required you to provide

your contact details
in a webform?

http://www.amazon.com/DISCOVER-Questions-Get-You-Connected/dp/098973790X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1381161039&sr=8-1&keywords=discover+questions+get+you+connected
http://peoplefirstps.com
http://blog.hushly.com/scary-or-exciting/


Afrequent comment from reps

when I did sales training was “This

was a good refresher”.  The implication

was that they had heard it before,

probably in another training session

with a previous company.  The

undertone was, “You didn’t tell me

anything I didn’t already know”.

This reminds me of a saying,

“Common knowledge is not common

practice”.  One of the biggest mistakes

I have seen even the most

experienced sales people make is

knowing what to do (theoretically), but

not doing it at the right time or not doing

it at all.  The knowledge of a sales

technique without the discipline and

skill to do it consistently at the right

time is not enough; it only means that

you can probably determine why you

failed or lost a sale.

A few years ago I was EVP of

Sales for a small software company.

In our Monday morning sales

meetings we would do a deep dive

strategy session on one of our key

deals.  I had trained the sales people

to anticipate the questions that I would

ask, depending on where they were in

the sales cycle (and where the

customer was in the buying cycle).  A

funny comment that one of our

executives made during one of these

sessions was “Have you made an

entire career out of asking the same,

basic questions?”  My response was,

“Yes, I just make a habit of asking

them consistently and relentlessly.”

Which brings me to my point.  Sales

isn’t a mysterious, black art.  It is a

matter of consistently and relentlessly:

� Doing the right things at the right

time (sales process);

� With the right people in the right

accounts (discernment and political

savvy);

� The right way (skills); 

� With the right amount of intensity

(energy).

This is what few sales people do; but

this is what separates the great from

the merely good.                                     �

I have spent much of my career (17 of the last 20 years) in
sales consulting, training and coaching.  During that time I
have worked with some of the elite sales forces in the world
and have trained or coached thousands of reps and
managers, many of them highly experienced and successful.

Brad Childress

To find out more about Brad, visit:
http://www.revegy.com/
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A funny comment that
one of our executives
made during one of
these sessions was
“Have you made an
entire career out of

asking the same, basic
questions?”  

Observations about Sales

http://info.avention.com/1405-tsw.html?utm_program=70160000000nmc6
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salespeople are comfortable selling

our low margin products, not the high

margin solutions we need them to sell

to grow. The issue is that adopting our

type of solution is disruptive to the

buyer organization and involves

change and displacing an incumbent.

It’s a different conversation – we are

talking to business guys about how to

run their operation more efficiently, not

procurement and our guys are

comfortable with procurement.” 

This is a familiar problem and

content to support conversations that

create value for the buyer and enable

suppliers to lead with insight and point

of view is a first order objective.

Why Content isn’t Used 

Here is a list of the top-10 reasons I

have heard in recent conversations on

why content is not used by

salespeople. 

Please feel free to add your

reasons in the comments:

1. I couldn’t find it (this is usually close

to the top of the list)

2. The content wasn’t usable and it

was quicker to hack-it.

3. I didn’t have time to look for it on the

sales portal

4. What I need is probably there, but I

have to find the right document and cut

and paste what I need and that takes

too long.

5. Our salespeople will not use

Salesforce and it’s all in there

6. The stuff in the portal is out of date

and there is too much duplication

7. It’s too product-centric

8. It’s not relevant for our market

9. I’ve got all of my own stuff and don’t

use the marketing material

10.It’s all product and I need to help

buyers understand why they need to

change

Content Creation as an
Operational Discipline.
I asked Jim Burns, CEO of Avitage, a

20-year content creation specialist, for

his view on the changes needed to

evolve content creation from today’s

problematic artisanal approach.

“Customer facing content must be

pre-produced so it's ready the instant

it's needed. This requires preparation

and planning. The sales organization

must requisition content based upon

specific use case requirements.

Content specifications should be

documented much the way new

product specifications are

documented.

This allows subject experts and

production specialists, who do not

know why content is needed, how it will

be used, and what it must accomplish

from a communication perspective, to

know how to create it.” Listen to a 5-

minute deeper explanation streaming

audio.

An intuitive content delivery

platform is required where salespeople

don’t have to invest any effort to find,

use and reuse the content they need.

Content Helps Drive Transitions
in the Buying Process
The IMPACT B2B buying cycle (see

fig.1) from the book, Why Killer

Products Don’t Sell, by Ian Gotts and

Dominic Rowsell is an acronym that

describes buyer behavior and what

actually goes on in the B2B buying

organization. Armed with this

knowledge, we can create marketing

content to engage, build awareness

and proof for our “ideal customer” and

create sales content to facilitate the

conversations and formal

communication that helps drive

transitions in the buying process.

Summary and Take-aways.
If you are struggling with the “content

problem” and would like to learn more

about setting up a structured content

publishing system as part of a strategy

to operationalize content

management, you are invited to view

this on-demand series of short content-

process-videos. (no sign-up)

You will quickly recognize the value

in a methodology, set of disciplines and

enabling technology platform that

creates potential to move content

development from a silo'ed craft-

industry to an operational process.     �

Marketers and sales
enablement

professionals globally
struggle to create

relevant content and get
it adopted and used.by

salespeople.
To find out more about Mark , visit:
http://www.wittyparrot.com/
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Mark Gibson 

� Conversations that must be

supported by buyer-relevant content. 

� Content presented in the context of

where the buyer is in their journey and

the value buyers derive from using

products, (not features and benefits). 

� Content that underpins consultative

“point of view” discussions for

disruptive technologies and enables

"why-change" conversations and

presentations early in the buying

process, as well as the “why-me”

conversations at the transaction-end of

the buying process.

This article seeks to address two

content-related problems

1. Evolving from an artisanal content

development approach

2. Creating content that gets used to

support sales conversations that

create value for buyers in context of

their stage in their buying process

Symptoms of a Content
Problem?
Marketers and sales enablement

professionals globally struggle to

create relevant content and get it

adopted and used by salespeople. IDC

suggests that up to 80% of content

created by marketing is never used by

salespeople. 

When I refer to sales and marketing

content, I mean:

� Proof points,

� Capabilities, 

� Positioning & differentiation,

� Buyer personas, 

� Sales-ready messaging templates, 

� Call prompters, 

� Presentations,

� Sales solicitations, 

� Follow-up letters

� Blog-posts,

� PR and Lead-gen campaigns,

� Videos & Infographics,

� EBooks and Whitepapers

This week, I asked a sales enablement

leader in Europe the following

question: “How do you rate the quality

of the content your sales team is using

to support conversations across the

buy cycle, from first call through to call

closure”? 

His answer was “between 2-3/10”. 

He added “there is some very good

content in the SharePoint; pdf’s,

success stories, tutorials and webinars

that is searchable and findable via

metadata, but aside from a few

successful salespeople, most

salespeople are not using it”.

“Another problem we have is that

If you are in the sales, sales enablement or product
management or product marketing, you know that a B2B
sale is really a series of human to human conversations
with different buying constituents across the buying cycle,
from first touch on the Website, to contract closure. 

Selling is a Series of Conversations 

http://www.wittyparrot.com/sales-enablement
http://www.avitage.com/
https://avitage.wistia.com/medias/ucmv0bs93w
http://www.wittyparrot.com/content-delivery-platform-smb
http://www.admarco.net/killer-products-whitepaper-


Why? Sales managers make too

many hiring mistakes; they on-

board ineffectively; they don’t hold

teams accountable; they don’t coach

enough and they can’t provide

accurate forecasts. 

Lots of room for improvement, it

seems.

At the same time, the world is

moving in an unprecedented pace

and competition is getting stiffer.

Differentiating yourself in the Buyer

2.0 era is getting harder and harder –

online, most offerings look the same.. 

When the outlook is gloomy, we

look for remedies. Marketing

automation has emerged as the latest

shiny object that will come to our

rescue when sales slows down. 

Inbound marketing an entry
ticket
I’m quite impressed with the tools at

disposal for marketing teams today.

Companies like Hubspot, Marketo

and Eloqua have empowered

marketing professionals to create

lighthouses buyers can find when

googling for problems and solutions

they (know) they need. If you’re

selling transactional products and

services, inbound marketing could

potentially replace your salesforce

over time. Just look at Amazon.

However, If you’re in b2b sales

inbound marketing is merely the entry

ticket to prospect relevance.. .

Lacking a sales map = limited
success!
Once inbound leads are handed over

to sales, one would expect today’s

b2b sales organizations have effective

ways to communicate value, align

buyer stakeholders and establish the

compelling events that help create the

change required.

Unfortunately, we encounter a

great deal of confusion within sales

teams when it comes to

understanding a customer’s true

needs... About 9 out of 10 sales teams

that we meet don’t even have a

phased and staged sales process

used in daily operations.

Subsequently, sales persons have

little knowledge around what to do

when, with which stakeholder,

throughout the sales process. There’s

also little blended learning and most

sales organizations don’t conduct

regular win/loss analysis. 

Since there’s no map to guide the

sales people from sales ready lead to

close, managers don’t have access to

the contextual information they need

to coach effectively.

Quick fixes do not create long
term success
With win rates going down and sales

cycles becoming longer; it is time to

face the new reality. What worked five

years ago doesn’t work today.

Shortcuts will not create sustainable

sales excellence in b2b sales. Unless

you offer a low risk product that can

easily be purchased online, inbound

marketing will not complete the sale.

Further, we cannot put our trust in a

few challengers able to create their

own sales maps.  If you believe that

HOW we sell is becoming more

important than WHAT you sell, you

need to start making changes.

Sales organizations need to

become much more structured.

Marketing and sales alignment is a

necessity for survival. To prosper,

sales teams need to be equipped with

effective maps in the form of optimized

sales infrastructure, blended learning

programs and access to content-in-

context, combined with quality sales

coaching. Sales managers need a

coach themselves. In the end, it’s

about the people that make up the

sales organization, and how we best

convert talent into performance. 

Is it time to rebuild your sales

infrastructure?                                        �

In my ongoing work with sales development experts, one
thing gets repeated over and over: sales management is
the main bottleneck for success. 

Shiny objects not enough
Marketing automation alone won’t fix your
sales problems

George Brontén

To find out more about George , visit:
http://www.membrain.com/
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1. The ‘no one else matters’ client.
These are the clients that expect

you to work only for them and all the

time. They drag quick calls into 90-

minute meetings, and 90-minute

meetings into all-day events. They

call you on the weekends on your

cell phone. These relationships

never work and turn ugly when their

inappropriate expectations aren’t

met. I fired one of these ‘I expect

you to be in my office at 8 a.m.

tomorrow’ clients after only one

month. Life’s too short.

2. The ‘Sword of Damocles’ client.
Walk away from any client who

constantly peppers you with threats.

Perhaps they threaten to withhold

payment, leave for the competition,

or shop your solution around. You

can’t do your best work for them if

you are constantly under negative

pressure. Recently a staffing agency

I work with fired a customer who

used at least one ‘or else I will…’ in

every meeting. Morale in the office

improved immediately and the client

was replaced within the month.

3. The ‘check is in the mail’ client.
You aren’t a bank, even if you work

for a bank! Cash flow is the lifeblood

of any business. When a client

starts abusing the financial aspect

of the relationship, talk to them

immediately. If they will not rectify

the situation, stop work until they

do, or fire them immediately. No

matter how prestigious. Recently a

software client of mine cut off

software support and turned off the

online database for a client who

was 90 days late with payment. The

check was couriered overnight that

day.

4. The prima donna client.
Success and failure should be a

shared experience. When you and

the client achieve a desired

outcome, it should be celebrated as

a team effort. And, when something

goes awry, there shouldn’t be any

finger-pointing on either side. Each

accepts responsibility for their part

in what went wrong and quickly

resolves the issue. Rarely is a

mistake one-sided but if it is (and all

on you), accept responsibility

immediately and resolve the issue.

If a client is continually parading

your joint success as their own

singular success while at the same

time foisting all the blame on you for

failures, your relationship is one-

sided and can never be profitable

for you.

Firing a client may mean a short-

term hit to the organization’s profits,

but it’s critical for the long-term

emotional health of your team and

the company. Firing a client now not

only frees up time for you to spend

on more profitable clients, it also

provides a boost of morale

internally. When you step up and

fire a bad customer, you win

everyone’s trust, loyalty, and

respect. Especially your own.

The easiest, most respectful way

to fire a client is:

1. Call them. Do not use email.

Thank them for their business to

date and explain that you’re not the

best fit for them moving forward.

Try, “Thanks for considering us. At

this point I don’t think we are the

right fit for helping you meet your

goals.” Always keep the focus on

their interests.

2. Be professional. Don’t use this

call as an excuse to tell clients all of

the things that are wrong with them

and their approach. Simply tell them

that they will be more successful

working with another company.

3. Recommend another option for

them, even if it’s a competitor. This

way you can find them a new home

quickly. For example, I always have a

list of other sales consultants that

would be a better fit for prospects that

call Engage Selling in case I am not.

Firing a client is one of the toughest

things for a sales person to do. It is

also critical if you want to focus on

your most profitable customers and

grow your sales.                               �

It’s as fair to say that your business

has outgrown some types of

customers as it is to say that you

have some customers that you

should have never brought on in the

first place. (You know who they are!)

If you’re miserable working with a

client that you know isn’t profitable

for your company, you won’t be

motivated to serve them well. And, if

that client isn’t receiving the best

treatment, they won’t hit their desired

goals. By virtue of this predicament,

you’ve created a lose-lose situation:

You’re not helping the client reach

their objectives and they’re not

helping you reach yours.

Besides the ones that are clearly

not profitable for you, here are four

other types of clients that must go

immediately:

Firing a client may
mean a short-term hit
to the organization’s

profits, but it’s critical
for the long-term

emotional health of
your team and the

company. 

Colleen Francis

To find out more about Colleen, visit:
http://www.engageselling.com
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Not all clients are created equal. Nor should you be
compelled to treat them equally. There’s no law stating you
must sell to everyone, or keep servicing clients that are the
wrong fit for your business.

Fire These Customers Immediately
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Ibet you were visualizing your

pipeline in one of two ways – either

in terms of how many opportunities it

contains or in terms of how much $

value it contains. The odds are,

though, that you weren’t visualizing it

in both ways. 

But you should be.

For some reason, sales managers

confine themselves to using only one

of these two options, but the truth is

that for a complete picture of your

pipeline, you must use both. Why?

1. Opportunity values can be too
subjective. If you’re analyzing your

pipeline by $ value, you should always

keep one thing in mind: opportunity

values have a tenuous connection to

the truth (at best). Assigning values to

opportunities depends on your reps’

instincts and your prospects’

intentions -- in other words, things that

can change at any moment and are

often misguided to begin with. If you

rely too heavily on $ value when

analyzing your pipeline, there’s a

good chance that your pipeline will

look a lot different at the end of the

quarter than it did at the beginning.

Which, more often than not, is an

unwelcome surprise.

2. Who cares about opportunity
number? Analyzing your pipeline by

value may be dangerous, but at least

it means something. Your CEO (and

your Board, for that matter) doesn’t

care about how many deals you win.

They care about how much money

you bring in. Period. Who cares if you

close a thousand deals this quarter if

they’re all tiny? 

3. Value analysis can be distorted
by big opportunities. Of course, the

opposite is true, too. Showing your

CEO a huge pipeline (in terms of $

value) is great, but only if that value is

accurate. Sometimes, a few huge

opportunities (that close less reliably

than average deals, remember) can

skew a pipeline and fill people with

false hopes. Always temper a $ value

pipeline analysis with one that

focuses on opportunity # to make sure

you’re not hanging all your hopes on a

few huge but unlikely-to-convert

‘whales’.

The pipeline is an essential sales

concept, but only if sales managers

have a nuanced and thorough

understanding of it. And opportunity

value vs. opportunity count is just the

beginning. If you want more tips to

help you gain a better understanding

of your sales pipeline, check out our

new FREE eBook on the topic.           �

Are You Managing Your Pipeline,
Or Is It Managing You?
The sales pipeline is one of the most important concepts in
sales – but it’s also one of the most slippery and
deceptively simple. Don’t believe me? Here’s an experiment:
Close your eyes and picture your pipeline. Got it? Good.

Zorian Rotenberg

To find out more about Zorian, visit:
www.insightsquared.com/
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The pipeline is an
essential sales concept,

but only if sales
managers have a

nuanced and thorough
understanding of it. And

opportunity value vs.
opportunity count is
just the beginning. 

http://learn.insightsquared.com/Pipeline-Management?utm_source=paidad&utm_medium=tTSW&utm_content=eBook&utm_campaign=pipeline-ebook-4
http://www.kurlanassociates.com/


When meetings are done right,

sellers significantly improve

their ability to advance the sale.

Unfortunately, trouble begins almost

from the moment the words, “Let’s

have a meeting to discuss it”, are

uttered.

Five Ways that Salespeople
Waste Time in Meetings
#1: Meeting with the wrong people. 
Early in my sales career, I was told to

“get into the account wherever you

can.” 

Back then we didn’t have the

technology we do today. Talking to a

number of people in order to get to

the right decision maker was a

necessary evil. 

Today, if you aren’t using the

Internet, social networks or

relationship management systems

like Nimble to quickly find the right

buyers to engage, you might as well

find yourself a new career.

#2: Squishy agendas or none at all. 
My rule #1 is that a successful

meeting begins with a clear purpose.

If the question, “What is the purpose

and agenda for this meeting?” cannot

be answered – don’t hold a meeting.

Sales people are notorious for

flying by the seat of their pants. They

don’t think through the purpose of the

meeting from the prospects point of

view. Their agenda is to get in and

sell. 

#3: Poor facilitation skills. 
Successful meetings rely on a careful

balance of asking the right questions,

listening and keeping conversations

on track. Instead, a high percentage

of salespeople roll right into their pitch

only to later wonder why a sale didn’t

materialize.

#4: No clear plan of action to
advance the opportunity. 
Planning what you want to happen

during the meeting - and after the

meeting ends - is crucial. 

Time and again, I’ve seen sellers

walk out of a meeting without

securing the commitment for a

specific next action, like locking in a

follow up phone call. If you leave

without a defined next step, you might

spend weeks trying rebuild any

momentum you had.

#5: Failure to do their homework. 
This is probably my all-time pet

peeve. There are many ways to

gather information about a prospect

and their company before a meeting

takes place. The best sales meetings

are the ones in which the salesperson

clearly demonstrates they’ve learned

about the buyer’s business; they

have some idea of what’s important to

them.

Meetings need clear objectives, the

right people in the room and a clear

plan for what comes next. Otherwise,

like a hamster on a wheel, sellers will

keep running from meeting to

meeting with no sales revenue to

show for it.                                             �

Barb Giamanco

To find out more about Barb, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/

Are Meetings Making You Mad?

Otherwise, like a
hamster on a wheel,

sellers will keep running
from meeting to

meeting with no sales
revenue to show for it.
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Sales meetings are part of doing business. By many
estimates, however, salespeople waste as much as 50% of
their time engaged in meetings that go nowhere.

SOCIAL CENTERED SELLING
CONNECT, COLLABORATE, CLOSE!SCSSCS

Selling today is tough. Decision makers are harder to reach. They
aren’t just more informed, but busier. They block emails and
phone calls from salespeople they don’t know.

More than having a great looking LinkedIn profile, Social Selling
is a new approach to selling that requires a strategy for
cultivating relationships with hard to reach buyers. Training,
ongoing mentoring support and measuring the right activities
leads to improvement in sales results.

Social Centered Selling announces their Platinum Mentoring
Program for aspiring Social Selling RockStars. Only serious
players need apply. This program is for salespeople who still
haven’t mastered the how to use social media for selling but
know they need too!

Program includes:

� Strategic planning advice and tools
� Training in the effective use of social tools
� Monthly mentoring calls
� Individual mentoring sessions for targeted support and

measurement review

Your Platinum Mentor Guide is Barbara Giamanco. She is a
globally recognized expert in Social Selling. Barb is the co-author
of The New Handshake: Sales Meets Social Media and published
author in the Harvard Business Review. She has a proven, 30-year
track record in generating sales and capped a corporate career at
Microsoft, where she led sales teams. Throughout her sales
career, Barb has sold $1B in products and services.

Learn more at www.scs-connect.com or call 404-647-4925 (USA)

72.6% OF SALESPEOPLE USING SOCIAL MEDIA FOR SELLING
ACHIEVED QUOTA MORE OFTEN THAN THEIR PEERS!
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Note that the 3,117 leads from

content syndication cost $23.15 per

lead but the fully loaded cost per

qualified lead is $2,662.24 (this was

a partial year report). That

compares to $1357.25 per lead from

the targeted outbound program we

ran at the same time. Marketing

boasts success—having generated

thousands of leads for under $100.

Sales reps ignore virtually 100% of

those so-called leads. When asked

how much a lead should cost, I

always answer, “More than you

probably think, but a lot less than

you are probably paying.” 

The point of this is not to argue

that outbound is better than inbound

(though many times it is). The point

is that measuring what matters (cost

per lead that your sales reps will

actually act on) is much more

important than the cost per suspect.

Lead Generation – One of the
smartest offers I have ever
seen! 
Let’s look at this a different way. I

recently wrote an article for the

Salesforce.com blog having to do

with a real-life situation I

encountered just a few years ago. I

had the pleasure and privilege to

work with Peter Evans, then SVP,

Marketing at Internap (now CMO,

Enterprise Solutions at Dell). 

To make a point he offered sales

management the following choices

regarding spending a $100,000

budget to generate leads:

1. 200,000 targeted contacts (name

and title) in the right vertical (no

email addresses)

2. 100,000 companies with up to

three executive contacts in the right

company (no email addresses)

3. 20,000 companies with multiple

contacts and verified technical

environment information in the right

companies (no email addresses)

4. 4,319 contacts who downloaded

a white paper but may or may not be

in targeted companies or have any

need or authority to buy (email

addresses, many bogus and no

company Firmographics and no

telephone numbers)

5. 117 appointments with people in

the right companies but may or may

not have any need or authority to

buy

6. 81 highly qualified sales

opportunities with the right contact

who has a need backed by some

form of compelling event.

His point was that he was happy to

provide sales with whatever they

would accept and take action on.

However, if sales treated highly

qualified sales opportunities as

though they were random contact

names he was not willing to spend

the money to find those sales

opportunities.

Fewer Than 7% of the “Leads”
Passed to Sales Should Be 
The fact is, fewer than 7% of the

“leads” passed to sales should be.

Dumping raw leads on sales results

in leaving it up to them to contact

one hundred companies to find

seven (or fewer) real leads. Is that a

problem? You bet it is. Great

“hunters” are generally not great

“beaters,” and vice versa. So, when

marketing sends one hundred raw

leads out to a “hunter,” there is a

better chance that none of the leads

will be followed up than all of them

being followed up. Give the leads to

a “beater” and more of the raw leads

might be worked leading to potential

opportunity, but those leads will not

be effectively sold because

“beaters” can’t sell like “hunters.”

Both scenarios drive up the cost per

closed deal. 

The bottom line is that if your

marketing programs are not

generating high quality leads, don’t

kid yourself about the marketing

programs being “otherwise

successful.”                                       �

The paragraph this quote came

from started by stating that,

“Year in and year out, in trade article

after trade article, B2B marketers

lament that their biggest hurdles are

generating high-quality leads.” If

marketers are not generating high

quality leads then I have to assume

that their other marketing efforts are

in fact NOT very successful.

A case in point: we have a client

that spends $138,900 per year on

so-called leads that result in a

1.28% qualified rate. Roughly 6,000

leads are sent to sales and never

followed up. The marketer considers

her efforts a success. In fact, her

feeling is that this source of leads is

so important to them that they will

stop pre-qualifying them and simply

send them directly to sales. Sales

reps, including their former VP of

Sales, ignore the leads. In fact,

marketing reported sending 9,000

total leads to sales last year

(including other sources) and sales

claimed to have received no leads

from marketing that year. 

The company is big enough that

it hardly notices this one waste of

time and money—but given the fact

that this is one marketer out of

hundreds that work for this giant

company, you can assume that

other bad decisions are being made

daily costing the company millions

of dollars in real money and millions

of dollars in soft costs (such as

sales reps wasting time on a stack

of leads in which just one out of a

hundred are worth the time). 

What does one do? The table

below documents partial year

results for the aforementioned

client. Some of the statistics may

surprise you (as I state in the

whitepaper this is pulled from,

“PointC: From Chaos to Kickass,”

the names have been changed to

protect the guilty):

She Said What?
Marketing Success …
but No Leads?
“Lead generation is the biggest weakness in their otherwise
successful marketing efforts.” I had to laugh when I read
this sentence in an article about B2B marketing trends.

To find out more about Dan visit:
http://www.pointclear.com/

The fact is, fewer than
7% of the “leads”

passed to sales should
be. Dumping raw leads

on sales results in
leaving it up to them to

contact one hundred
companies to find seven
(or fewer) real leads. Is

that a problem?
You bet it is. 
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certain questions to work in practically

every conversation. (Actually, I've

provided you with more than ten

questions but condensed a few

questions together, as there are

several ways to ask the same

question, depending upon your own

style of coaching and communicating.)

These questions will support

development of problem solving and

decision making skills, while

challenging people to bring out their

best. This leads to greater

accountability, self-awareness and

ownership of the problem. When you

give people the space to share ideas

and more important, be heard and

acknowledged, it strengthens people's

confidence, along with the level of trust

that's essential for great coaching to

occur.

Of course, depending upon the

conversation, you may not need to

leverage every single question.

However, as you use them throughout

your coaching efforts, you'll start

recognizing the questions you need

and which ones are the most

appropriate.

Keep in mind, this is just one of

many ways to facilitate an effective

coaching conversation. And if you

don't have a great manager or a coach

in your corner, you can also leverage

some of these questions for self-

coaching! (Just don't argue with

yourself over the responses you hear! 

10 Coaching Questions That
Work In Any Conversation
� What is the outcome you’re looking

to achieve here?

� Can you share the specifics of

what’s going on?

� What have you tried so far?

� How have you handled something

like this before? (What was the

outcome?)

� Why do you think this is

happening? (What’s another way to

look at this/respond? What else can

also be possible/true?  What

assumptions could you be making

here?)

� What's your opinion on how to

handle this? (EVERYONE has an

opinion. Seek to understand theirs

first.) If I wasn't here, what would you

do to achieve/resolve this? If we were

to switch roles, how would you handle

this? What ideas do you have? What’s

another approach that may work

(which you haven’t tried yet?)

� What’s the first thing you need to

do to (resolve/achieve this)? (What

would that conversation sound like

when you talk with......? TIP FROM

THE COACH: Coach The Message!

The Big Miss for managers is stepping

over the myriad of opportunities to

coach your people on their message,

their 'languaging,' their

communication.)

� What resources do you need?

(Who else do you think needs to be

involved in this? How else can I

support you around your efforts to

complete this?)

� What are you willing to commit to

doing/trying/changing (by when)? If

you couldn't use that excuse anymore,

how would you move forward?

� When would it make sense for us

reconnect to ensure you have

achieved the result you want?

Pleasure or Pain - Choose
If you sense any resistance to change

or a lack of ownership around the

issue, goal or problem, you can weave

in one of these questions that either

help the person better visualize what

success means to them or articulate

the implications or consequences by

not changing.

� What would it mean to you if you

could (achieve this, resolve this,

etc….)? This question helps the

person visualize what’s in it for them –

and it’s the thing that they want rather

than the manager trying to tell or ‘sell’

them on what the benefit is.

� How would this impact/affect you

(your team, career, etc.) if this

(continues, doesn’t change, doesn’t

get resolved)?  This question enables

the person to see/articulate the

measurable cost of not changing

rather than being told the negative

consequence. Remember, if they say

it, then they own it. And if they own it,

they act on it. When people feel

threatened or hear less than favorable

news, quite often it leads to resistance

and they in turn shut down.

Great questions stretch the coach and

the coachee beyond the typical,

superficial, result driven, fire fighting

conversation and instead, enable you to

create richer, more engaging

conversations with superior outcomes.�

After coaching thousands of

managers and thousands of

salespeople across the world, I'm

overly sensitive to the fact that great

coaches coach from their heart, not

from their head.

However, just like learning anything

new, such as how to swing a golf club,

you're initially focused on doing it right;

the best practices, the mechanics of

your swing, each movement, step by

step. It is only after consistent

repetition of the same movement,

does it become your own. You stop

thinking about the mechanics, and

habitually just do it. You even develop

your own style, which is fine, since it's

been created on a strong foundation;

the basics and core competencies.

The Baseline of Best
I find sales leaders and managers go

through a similar transformation when

learning how to ask the right coaching

questions. Granted, there's a multitude

of different questions you can use in

any coaching conversation. However,

when the best questions are used and

used consistently, the conversation

becomes magical and both the coach

and coachee walk away from that

experience feeling great. Value was

delivered, a new solution was co-

created, a new possibility emerged.

That's when this transformation

starts to happen; the manager starts

recognizing positive results from

coaching and as a result, their

confidence increases. They begin to

trust their intuition, their gut, their

coaching abilities and their instincts

more and more.

The byproduct? The right

questions just show up naturally and

organically within each conversation.

Whether it's sports, music or

coaching people, you still need to start

with a baseline of best practices to

ensure you have a solid foundation to

build from before you can make it your

own and leverage your own style,

strengths and personality into your

coaching.

We Resist What We Hear but
Believe What We Say
This is human nature and where the

real power of coaching and artful

questioning lies. If we create a

solution, then we own it. And if we own

it, we're more apt to act on it, rather

than being told what to do. The only

way to get someone to self generate

ideas and solutions is by asking them,

which is why questions are so critical.

Over the years, I have found

Keith Rosen

To find out more about Keith, visit:
http://keithrosen.com/
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When coaching, finding the right question at the most
appropriate time is both a skill, as well as an art. Even with
the daily pressures and tight schedules, there are still some
baseline facts you need to know in any situation.  Here are
10 questions you can use in practically every conversation.

10 Best Questions to Ask When
Coaching Your Team
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Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten posts
– in our opinion – and then
announce one winner. The
four weekly winners will
battle it out for the “Top
Sales Blog Post of the
Month” title, and be re-
published here in our
magazine. May’s winner
was Dave Kurlan.

Top Sales Blog Post
May 2014

M A Y  2 0 1 4

Each week we select the
very best sales articles from
the major article sites,
written by top sales gurus
from around the world. The
overall winner for May was
Jill Konrath.
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After writing SNAP Selling, I was

continually accosted by salespeople

who said,

“Your advice on selling to crazy-

busy buyers works great. But, I’m

frazzled too. How can you help me?”

I was stumped. I had nothing to

offer since I wasn’t a time

management guru.

Then one day it hit me. I was

looking at things all wrong.

It wasn’t about being more

productive. Instead, it was about

keeping up with everything that was

so overwhelming.

Customers were changing. New

products and services were

constantly being introduced.

Companies entered new markets.

Salespeople took new jobs. The

economy was up. The economy was

down. New technologies had to be

mastered.

Salespeople even had to learn

new ways to capture and keep the

attention of today’s savvy prospects –

at the same time they had to make

their numbers.

No wonder they were frazzled.

Trying to keep on top of all that

new stuff – and learning new skills at

the same time was too much. And

worse yet, there was no relief in sight.

But not everyone was struggling; a

small subset was doing quite well.

What attribute did they possess

that others didn’t?

They were agile learners, quickly

able to get up to speed when things

changed. They could become

competent in new positions in record

time. They could instantly adjust to

changing market dynamics.

As a result, they got quick wins,

which gave them confidence, which

led to more business. In essence,

their short-term success was the key

to their long-term success.

That’s why I’m making this bold

prediction.

In today’s sales environment, your

learning agility is your only

sustainable competitive advantage.

Master rapid learning strategies and

your career success is virtually

guaranteed.

Go figure.It’s not a skill anyone

ever talks about. Nor is it even a sales

skill. Yet it’s critical to your success.

And truthfully, it can be learned.

How do I know? Because, as I

explain in my new book Agile Selling,

it’s my core strength. I’ve spent a

lifetime mastering rapid learning. And,

until recently, I never realized just how

much it contributed to my personal

success ....

When marketers and writers tell us

that cold calling is dead, they never

remember to qualify what they are

trying to sell us.  The amount of death

in cold calling is dependent on a

number of variables that never seem

to be discussed.  If we take a good

hard look at these variables, we can

see that taking a broad brush stroke to

cold calling is a mistake:

New Salespeople - Even this

needs clarification.  New to selling?

New to the industry?  New to the

vertical?  New to the company?  New

to the role?  Unless brand new

salespeople are fed an endless

number of leads, there may be no

other way to establish themselves

other than making cold calls.  On the

other end of the argument, veteran

salespeople who come from the

industry, territory, or vertical, and are

simply new to the company, may not

ever need to make a single cold call to

reestablish themselves.

Size of the customer pool - If the

company has 12 potential customers

in the entire world, cold calling is not in

the salesperson's future.  On the other

hand, if everyone is a prospect, there

may be no other way of reaching them

all without using cold calling to target

the most elusive of them.

Size of your online network - If a

salesperson has a large and

influential online network, that

individual might be able to generate

enough introductions to keep a full

pipeline.  But the key word is "might",

and when it isn't happening, cold calls

will be required to supplement.

Expectations - If a salesperson's

role requires 20 new meetings to be

scheduled each week and there aren't

60 leads flowing in to support that

outcome, the salesperson will need to

cold call.  On the other hand, if the

salesperson is only expected to

schedule 5 new meetings each week,

it's possible that a combination of

leads, customer referrals and online

networking can support that goal.

Skills - This is clearly the biggest

variable of them all.  IF cold calling will

be necessary, then the amount of cold

calling is in direct disproportion to the

salesperson's skills at performing this.

I know this was true for me as I started

3 businesses in the 70's and 80's.  I

hated it, but was willing to do it.  I

vowed to get so good at it that I

wouldn't have to spend a minute more

doing it than was ......

Can These 5 Keys Determine the
Fate of Cold Calling?

Read More Here� Read More Here�

My Boldest Sales Prediction – Ever
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Your competitive differentiation is a

function of the quality of your

sales vision. Your sales vision can

make the difference between you

being perceived, by your customers,

as a sales visionary or a ho-hum, so-

what salesperson. 

How you interpret what you “see”

is a key sales survival factor. 

How many of you have had an eye

exam recently? I had one this past

week. Not only does this exam

measure my visual acuity, or the

ability of my retina to focus sharply on

an object. The test also involves how

well I discern colors, my eye muscle

coordination, and the quality of my

peripheral vision. 

It’s difficult for a person to function

well if they have poor peripheral

vision.  Peripheral vision is the part of

your field of sight occurring outside of

your central focus. It’s the stuff located

on the sides and up above or down

below the object you are focused on. 

Our peripheral vision makes us

competitive. As a species, our

binocular color vision, peripheral

vision and both close-up and distance

vision create an evolutionary

advantage.

I started to think about the

importance of vision when we sell.

Today’s sellers want to differentiate

themselves and create a competitive

advantage. We have a lot to focus on.

The companies we work for throw a

lot of data at us to “learn.” Customers

require us to learn about their

businesses. Management pressures

us to make our numbers. We must

combine all of this input and make

sense of it. 

That’s where your sales vision

kicks in. Sales vision allows you to

maintain your strategic focus on

where you need to go in spite of all the

distractions that want to trip you up

along the way.  

When you use your peripheral

sales vision, you observe not only the

scenario being played out right in front

of your nose. You also factor in what’s

happening behind the scenes within

that buyer’s corporate culture. You

incorporate your knowledge of trigger

events impacting the buyer’s decision

making, as well. You discern what’s

important in the buyer’s background

context. You also identify the priorities

which are their central focus.

If you don’t have excellent

peripheral sales vision, you are short-

sighted. It’s as though you are

wearing blinders. You are tactically

obsessed and unable to focus on

strategic outcomes.  You suffer from

sales myopia on top of poor peripheral

sales vision. Myopia is a vision

condition in which close objects are

seen clearly, but objects farther away

appear blurred. 

How can you develop the skills

which simultaneously let you focus on

the big picture as well as the behind-

the-scenes-factors and the small stuff

which can stall or derail your sales

process? 

Start by diagnosing your own sales

habits. Give yourself this sales vision

test at the end of each week. Focus

on continuous improvement.

Ask yourself: How frequently
am I blind-sided by a “no
decision” to buy? Being blind-sided

means you are too focused on your

only objective: to close the sale. You

are not focusing on all of the

peripheral factors which influence

and distract your buyer from

prioritizing the purchase of your

product or service. You haven’t done

your homework. You only are looking

at things from your own, myopic

perspective. Instead, think about how

you are perceived by your buyer.

Yours may not be the only decision

they have to make that day. You may

never become their priority because

they “see” you as self-serving. 

Ask yourself: Do I sell in a
straight line? Many sellers

resemble a pack of greyhounds

chasing a rabbit around the race

track. These sellers are wearing

blinders. They are myopic. These

sales blinders cut off their peripheral

sales vision. They focus only on

what’s right in front of them. Like

those greyhounds with blinders,

chasing that rabbit around the

racetrack, sales myopia causes you

to churn and burn through leads lists.

Since you believe that every one of

those leads is “qualified”, you don’t

bother finding out any additional

information about that company

other than the “interested contact’s”

name and their phone number. 

Ask yourself: Are my sales
forecasts ever accurate?
Remember the greyhound. What are

the chances that greyhound is ever

going to catch the racetrack rabbit?

What are the chances that you are

going to close that sale with that

unqualified lead? Those greyhounds

never stop trying to catch that rabbit,

do they? They keep doing the same

things the same way, always

expecting different results. Your lack

of sales vision perpetuates your habit

of making sales forecasts each

quarter that you never quite achieve. 

Align your selling habits with your

buyer’s purchasing habits. Take the

time to determine whether your

product or service fits into your

buyer’s agenda and buying cycle.

Identify whether that company is a

good fit for what you are selling.  It

doesn’t matter how rock solid your

sales collateral is. If what you are

selling isn’t positioned as a strategic

priority to your prospect, you remain

non-competitive.

Stop selling in a straight line when

your buyers make hundreds of

complex buying decisions every day

in anything but a straight line manner.

Figure out to whom you are going to

speak before you dial. Don’t expect

buyers to invest in you when you

haven’t taken the time to learn

anything about them. 

Why continue to stumble around

being a ho-hum salesperson when

you can become a sales visionary?  �

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/

Why continue to
stumble around being a

ho-hum salesperson
when you can become a

sales visionary?

Babette Ten Haken
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Improve Your Sales Vision 
One of my favorite coaching phrases is: “Depending on
where we sit around the business table, we all see the
same things – differently.”  How well do you “see” things
around your business table? More importantly, how well do
you see things around your customers’ business tables?



the scientific to the next level and see

an ROI from their sales enablement

strategy.

1. Encourage both sales and
marketing to ask questions. These

two teams need to be on the same

page in order to propel your sales

enablement strategy. Both sales and

marketing must have a grasp on the

buyer persona, as well as a process

for creating relevant sales materials.

There should be complete

transparency between sales and

marketing - keep the lines of

communication open and encourage

discussion.

2. Research your target audience
and trends. It’s worth noting that

buyer trends should also be analyzed

– not just the buyer persona. While

gathering information on your target

audience, your sales team should be

aware of any buying trends that may

be affecting your industry.

Additionally, your marketing team

must apply this research to the

collateral it creates to ensure that it

addresses the pain points of your

target buyers.

3. Compose a hypothesis on buyer
pain points and potential
resolutions. Through your research,

your sales and marketing team will

be able to create educated guesses

on the pain points of your target

audience, as well as a strategy to

resolve their issues through your

product or service. However, it’s also

critical to view this step of the

scientific method as the moment

when you start planning ways to

incorporate sales enablement tools –

content management platforms,

CRM, mobile devices – into your

company.

4. Put all of your educated
guesses to the test. It will take time

to determine if your sales

enablement tools and pain point

resolution strategy are having a

positive impact. However,

establishing metrics to gauge the

reaction of your audience and impact

on your sales team can help. 

As you start to roll out programs

such as CRM and content

management platforms, conduct

surveys or questionnaires among

your sales reps to see if they are

automating more manual tasks,

saving time and gaining opportunities

to connect with prospects and

customers. Document sales email

and call responses from prospects

and customers for analysis as well. 

5. Analyze, then make a plan to do
it again in the future. Establishing

KPIs for your sales enablement

strategy is essential to determining

what works (and doesn’t work) in

your plan. Some KPIs to consider

include the average length of the

sales cycle, lead-to-quote time and

annual revenue.

Once you have created these

metrics, it’s important to make

analysis routine. Coming back to

your KPIs and analyzing the

effectiveness of your sales

enablement strategy regularly can

help you identify room for

improvement – for instance, you may

want to upgrade your CRM to provide

more value to your sales team, or

you might want to invest in a content

management platform to house all

marketing materials in one easy-to-

access place

6. Draw a conclusion, present your
results and use your information
proactively. Once you have rolled

out your sales enablement strategy

and established KPIs, use what you

learn to make improvements through

training in addition to new

investments. The data you gather

from analysis can be used to guide

your sales and marketing team to

perform better and set realistic goals

in the future.

There are multiple sales enablement

solutions for the enterprise, but

deploying them may not yield the ROI

you desire if you do not establish a

strategy beforehand. Using the

scientific method, you can lay the

groundwork for a sales enablement

plan that improves the effectiveness

and efficiency of your sales team.     �

Think back to grade school when

you learned the official steps to

scientific method:

1. Ask a question

2. Conduct research

3. Compose a hypothesis

4. Test your hypothesis with an

experiment

5. Analyze your results

6. Draw a conclusion and present

your results.

The argument is that you need to use

science to see a measurable

improvement in sales and marketing

Establishing KPIs can provide insight

into whether your sales enablement

strategy is substantially improving

the efficiency and effectiveness of

your sales team. 

That being said, is there more

behind this idea of using scientific

method to execute a sales

enablement plan? I started to wonder

if it was really as simple as asking a

question, conducting research and

creating educated guesses. Here is

my take on how sales VPs can take

Achieve ROI from Your Sales
Enablement Strategy with Science

Krystle Vermes

There are multiple sales
enablement solutions
for the enterprise, but

deploying them may not
yield the ROI you desire
if you do not establish a

strategy beforehand. 
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To find out more about Krystle, visit:
http://www.seismic.com/
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Can you apply the scientific
method to sales
enablement? Recently, I
was reading an article on
Business 2 Community that
explained the importance of
applying science to sales
enablement to see results.

http://www.selectica.com/resources/guide/gartner-sales-efficiency-and-effectiveness#.U3OPpPldXhB
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We used the services of a small

team of professional

researchers and the criteria we used

to benchmark each individual’s impact

within the sales space was:

� Social media presence – Twitter/

Facebook/ Klout score/LinkedIn

authority.

� Quality, regularity and popularity of

written work – books, blog posts,

articles, EBooks etc.

� Active engagement with

recognized resource sites.

� And not least, a commitment to

continually advance selling and

marketing practices.

This year, we have been particularly

mindful of the fact that whilst the

impact of social media continues to

grow, many of the people who have a

huge influence on us are not actually

actively engaged on say Twitter,

Facebook and the like. Conversely,

some of the loudest voices in the

“social mediaosphere” are not, in

reality, saying very much of

consequence. 

Congratulations to everyone who

made the list, and thank you for adding

so much value to the way we sell, and

market ourselves. VIsit Here �
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Dr Tony
Alessandra

Greg Alexander Miles Austin Trish Bertuzzi Joanne Black  

Tiffani Bova Deb Calvert Jim Cathcart Kevin Davis John Doerr
& Mike Shultz

Jonathan
Farrington

Colleen Francis Barb Giamanco Jeffrey Gitomer Charles Green

Gerhard
Gschwandtner

Matt Heinz Leanne
Hoagland-Smith

Mark Hunter Anthony Iannarino

Geoffrey James Jim Keenan Jill Konrath Ken Krogue Dave Kurlan

In 2012 we decided to discover find who really were the
sales and marketing experts, gurus, commentators, authors
and spokespeople who genuinely influence the way we
think, sell and market our companies/products/solutions, 

The 2014 Top 50 Sales &
Marketing Influencers

The 2014 Top 50 S&M Influencers

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesinfluencers/
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Dan McDade David 
Meerman Scott

Nancy Nardin Michael Nick Daniel Pink

Deb Qaqish Neil Rackham Linda Richardson Lori Richardson Kelley Robertson

Keith Rosen Steven Rosen Craig Rosenberg Tamara Schenk Todd Schnick

Tom Searcy Koka Sexton Tibor Shanto Art Sobczak Colleen Stanley

Dave Stein Babette Ten Haken Bob Terson Ken Thoreson Dan Waldschmidt

The Top Sales World eLibrary
The doors are now open

For the past three months, we have been
working to create what we believe will
eventually become the largest and most
significant online resource area for frontline
sales professionals and their managers.

The shelves are being stocked with articles,
tips, white papers, eBooks, videos, podcasts,

webinars – in fact anything you could possibly
need to help you continuously improve your
skills and your “commercial bandwidth.”

The list of expert contributors reads like a
“who’s who” from the sales space, and we
will be adding brand new resources every
single day.

Want to have a look around?
Come on in and be our guest



DENVER, June 3, 2014 -- Five companies will join forces

in the sales performance space, forming the global

company, MHI Global, and pioneering the customer-

management industry.  The proven methodology,

expertise and measurable results of Miller Heiman,

AchieveGlobal, Huthwaite, Impact Learning Systems and

Channel Enablers come together as MHI Global, to

provide businesses with an expanded approach, strategy

and holistic view of the customer lifecycle.

“Customer-based strategies are a competitive

advantage during an economic turning point, and

meaningful customer experiences are guiding every sale

and purchasing decision,” said Sam Reese, CEO, MHI

Global.  “More than ever, the need and demand for MHI

Global -- the only company with a complete suite of

resources to improve sales performance and drive growth

-- became crystal clear.  And today, we are excited to

launch our competitive business solutions, locally,

nationally and globally.”  

“Through a combination of wisdom and innovation from

five customer-focused companies, MHI Global has the

collective experience to help sales leaders and

organizations, from every industry, drive growth and

stimulate customer-management excellence.”

The companies that have come together to form MHI

Global -- Miller Heiman, in Reno, Nev.; Impact Learning

Systems, a division of Miller Heiman, also in Reno, Nev.;

Channel Enablers, another division of Miller Heiman, in

Denver; AchieveGlobal, in Tampa, Fla.; and Huthwaite, in

Arlington, Va. – will, in the short term, keep their individual

company names; retain local managing directors and

teams; continue to partner with their individual customers;

and expand their worldwide capabilities within the

framework of MHI Global.  Collectively, hundreds of

employees worldwide, in more than 40 countries, now

deliver the voice of MHI Global.

MHI Global provides all of the key components of a

multi-dimensional and interdependent sales system,

based on the central belief that everything starts with the

customer.  The company’s tagline and promise to

empower growth signify its goal to help sales leaders

optimize their time, effort and potential to better create and

manage customer relationships, while achieving business

goals.  MHI Global provides the following resources:

� Core management strategies that help organizations

create opportunities and manage customer

relationships;

� Adjacent centers of excellence that offer solutions,

such as leadership execution, customer service and

channel sales;

� Strategic analysis and decision-making tools; and

� Proprietary research.

“Through MHI Global, CEOs and sales leaders finally have

access to the world’s most extensive knowledge base on

how to drive customer-management excellence and

growth,” added Reese.  “After all, customer experiences

are steering the success of individual companies, both

domestically and globally, and driving the business world

today.”

MHI Global is a pioneer in sales performance, bringing

game-changing insight to sales leaders worldwide.  For

more information, visit www.MHIGlobal.com.

PRESS RELEASE

MHI Global Formed, a New Company that Brings Together Five
Sales-Performance Companies into One Customer-Centric Resource

MHI Global expands capabilities, supports a holistic view of customer management,

drives growth and increases customer-focused approaches for sales leaders.

www.perfectpitch24.com
http://www.millerheiman.com/
http://www.impactlearning.com/?_bt=34709399964&_bk=impact%20learning%20systems&_bm=e&gclid=CIGVj6isnb4CFbRxMgod63EABw
http://www.impactlearning.com/?_bt=34709399964&_bk=impact%20learning%20systems&_bm=e&gclid=CIGVj6isnb4CFbRxMgod63EABw
http://www.channelenablers.com/
http://www.achieveglobal.com/
http://www.huthwaite.com/
http://www.mhiglobal.com/


The possibilities presented by the

instant and global exchange of

information ushered in a new era of

global trade, an era where the most

sought-after commodity is knowledge.

Companies have unprecedented

access to talented minds across the

globe, completely changing the face

of how businesses recruit and nurture

knowledge workers. The old way of

doing business doesn’t exist, and

those who cling to the past soon find

themselves out of business.

With the intensely competitive

world economy and recent global

financial meltdown, businesses and

individual contributors have been

challenged to adapt to a new set of

rules or face utter failure.

These new rules are striking in

contrast to the old. Instead of

hierarchical, stifling management

structures, global businesses transition

to a labor force with newfound freedom

to set its own pace, with flexible work

arrangements, new wage options,

incentives and even ownership paths.

These new standards mark a vital

shift in business, where individual

contributions to the whole are the true

power behind the globalization of

business not just trade routes and

supply chains.

This revolutionary, people-driven

business model is a primary driver

toward the future of collaboration.

As companies tap into global talent

pools, expand supply chains or reach

into entirely new customer bases,

individuals and businesses of all sizes

and scales now play in the global

economy.

The keys to actualizing competitive

superiority in this new global market lie

in nurturing talented people and

connecting those minds across the

globe.

Today, every human resource in

every country must interconnect and

collaborate for the overall success of a

global organization. The BYOD and

BYOA phenomena, the

consumerization of IT and the ubiquity

of social media makes this global

collaboration possible. Technology

enables the global workforce to

collaborate in real time, facilitating

near-immediate reactions to changes

in the world market and reducing time-

to-market, lowering costs and

enhancing worker productivity.

The business value for companies,

whether derived from acquiring the

best talent regardless of geography or

capitalizing on new and untapped

foreign markets, is potentially

unmatched.

These are indeed, exciting times for

genuinely globally focused initiatives

like Top Sales World.                             �

Join thousands of like-minded business
professionals who visit Jonathan Farrington's
award-winning blog every day:
www.thejfblogit.co.uk
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Jonathan Farrington

It’s Time to Take a More Global Perspective …

One of the most profound effects of the Internet age is the
“shrinking” of our planet. Advances in computing, Internet
connectivity and mobile technology bring people together in
ways we never could have imagined. A colleague, friend,
business prospect or complete stranger is never more than
a click away. This globalization of business and, at a more
basic level, human connections changes everything.Make a note in your diary, and plan to join us at TSW14,

Top Sales World’s first convention
on November 19th/20th in Philadelphia. 

We will be announcing the speaker line-up and all other details

very shortly, so watch this space!

Are You Ready for

TSW14?



The drivers of an F1 team work

closely together with their

mechanics to improve their cars’

performance. In parallel, the drivers

compete against each other during

the race.

Collaboration in sales - a
special challenge
Salespeople have learned over

decades to hoard information.

Sharing only happened within their

individual networks. That’s the “black

market of sales information,” a

selective, non- scalable approach.

But scalability is the prerequisite for

efficient and effective growth,

especially in buying environments

with increasing complexity. Gaining a

knowledge advantage is here the key

to success. 

Now, technology provides various

features and functions to collaborate

more effectively. Sharing and

working collectively on documents

across sales teams and customer

networks can now be powered by

technology. This is where technology

can create a lot of value. But to

leverage its full potential,

salespeople need to shift their

mindset from “black market” to

conscious collaboration. 

Collaboration from a business
perspective
Most of the time, people don’t know the

business goal of collaboration in their

organizations. The purpose of

collaboration is not collaboration itself.

It’s to achieve better results in a shorter

amount of time. Defining what

collaboration entails and what the

specific business goals are has to be

the first step. For example: “Virtual

account teams have to achieve 20

percent more revenue within the next

12 months based on better

collaboration in area a, b and c.” That’s

the foundation for removing existing

barriers (competing objectives,

budgets, etc.). Collaboration cannot be

reduced to technology only.

Collaboration has strategic business

relevance to unleash hidden potential.

Sales Enablement has to
establish a collaborative
foundation
By removing barriers and defining

collaboration goals, sales enablement

can create a framework to orchestrate

enablement operations. Sales

enablement is always a cross-

functional discipline. Sales

enablement cannot work efficiently

without a framework that defines how

different teams work together to

create different enablement services.

It’s about defining different types of

content and training, for different

audiences, for different purposes

along the customer’s journey. The

purpose is always to improve the

sales professionals’ knowledge

including customer management

strategies and to improve their skills

and decision dynamic expertise.

Setting up such a process with all

relevant roles for content and training

creation, publishing/delivery and

localization is the challenging part.

People will quickly realize that content

and training have to be very

connected to each other. Such a

collaborative foundation is key to

provide tailored, effective, valuable

and ready-to-use enablement

services for the sales force.

Barriers are removed, collaboration

is defined, operationalized and

powered by technology - that’s an

approach to achieve better results in a

shorter amount of time. That creates

strategic relevance.                              �

To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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Tamara Schenk

Sales Enablement and Technology –
The Collaboration Gap
From a bystander’s
standpoint, Formula 1 is a
highly competitive sport.
But F1 is also collaborative. 

Salespeople have
learned over decades to

hoard information.

Stay Connected with Top Sales World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group and rub shoulders with the top sales experts in the world. 
And follow us on Twitter (we will follow you back).

http://babettetenhaken.com/
http://babettetenhaken.com/
mailto:babette@salesaerobicsforengineers.com
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130?trk=my_groups-b-grp-v
https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld


Before launching Smart Selling

Tools in 2006, Nancy served in

sales leadership roles at leading

analyst firms such as Gartner Group

and IDC. She worked closely with

many of Silicon Valley’s leading

venture capital firms and the portfolio

companies in their charge. She has, at

one point or another, worked with more

than 30 of the largest high-tech, and

telecom firms in the country.

Nancy has consulted executives at

leading marketing automation, pipeline

management, lead management, and

forecast analytics firms. She also

designed a Sales Tools Assessment

questionnaire to guide end-user sales

and marketing organizations determine

the right tools for them.

Among her achievements
� Named one of 50 Top Sales and

Marketing Influencers of 2012 and

2013.

� Named One of 20 Women to Watch

in 2012 and 2013 by the Sales Lead

Management Association (SLMA)

� Named Top 20 Sales Influencer by

Radius

� Launched a campaign called ‘CRM

is Not Enough’ to educate end-user

organizations about essential tools

beyond just CRM. This national

campaign, included a first-of-its-kind

sweepstakes for more than $100,000

of sales software licenses.

� Author of The 215 Principle

� Named as one of the top 25

Influential Leaders in Sales by

InsideView

� Featured Presenter on Inside Sales

Tools at the AA-ISP Summit

� Contributor to SalesGuru Forum,

CustomerThink, Top Sales World, Sold

Magazine, and more.

� Top Sales & Marketing Resource

Site 2012 – Silver Medal Winner

� Top Sales eBook 2012 – Silver

Medal Winner

� Has written ebooks and guides for

DocuSign, Cloud9, OneSource, CDC

Software and many other leading

sales and marketing software

companies.

Professional Boards
� Top Sales World Advisory Board

member

� Member of Sales Lead

Management Association

� Member of American Association of

Inside Sales (aa-isp)

� Member of The Sales Association �

Focus on

Nancy Nardin
In The Spotlight

Backed by nearly 30 years of sales and marketing experience, Nancy is a
pioneer in sales prospecting technology – first as a service provider and
now as an evangelist and expert. She is a frequent speaker and writer on
using technology to drive revenue throughout the sales pipeline.
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To Find out more about Nancy, visit: http://smartsellingtools.com/

http://www.360leads.com/website-seo-audit/
http://www.360leads.com/
http://www.360leads.com/


A very special thank you to our
Top Sales Sponsors for their

continuing support and loyalty

Meet the 2014
Top Sales World Team

If you would like to learn more
about the benefits of becoming a
TSW sponsor and our existing
Partner Program, please email us:
sponsorship@topsalesworld.comContributors

2014

http://www.360leads.com/
http://www.avention.com/
https://www.clearslide.com/
http://bit.ly/Sq6WU6
http://bit.ly/KEJk9c
http://www.knowledgetree.com/
http://bit.ly/WGgUVv
http://bit.ly/a1tCYb
http://www.perfectpitch24.com/
http://bit.ly/w0TvDt
http://web.revegy.com/
http://www.seismic.com/
http://www.toplineleadership.com/
http://www.wittyparrot.com/

